
OW  many times have you heard that expression in

the headline above being applied to 2020 in the last

few weeks? By common consent, this year, blighted

as it has been by Covid-19, is best forgotten. Like many other

industries, the racing and bloodstock sectors have been hit hard

not only by the long-reaching tentacles of the virus, but also the

draconian restrictions brought in to tackle the spread of the

disease.

At the Klarion, we’re determined to ensure that the

achievements of the past year are not swept aside in our clamour

to reach a New Year in which we are all investing such hope.

So we are opening up the pages of the Klarion to give you, our

readers, the opportunity to tell us all about the horses, races or

moments involving Johnston Racing which gave you the most

enjoyment in 2020.

We are asking readers to write or email us with a description

of your best or most enjoyable memory of 2020. We want you

to identify the horse, race, ride or other moment you remember

most, and tell us what made it so special.

Of course, we expect some people to write about success at

‘A YEAR LIKE NO OTHER’ 
the highest level, to nominate Gear Up (pictured above) or

Subjectivist for their Group 1 wins, but we are interested in as

broad a spectrum as possible – maybe you want to celebrate an

exceptional ride, a comeback success by a horse who had been

on the sidelines, or even a gallant effort in defeat. Perhaps

Deirdre and Angus Johnston’s online musical offerings

(pictured below) cheered you up in the days of that first national

lockdown.

We want to discover just what gave Johnston Racing’s

supporters their biggest thrill from this year’s curtailed racing

programme. So join in the fun, and don’t worry if your chosen

moment seems too small or personal to share with others –

we’re fascinated to know what you enjoyed most, and why.

We’ll sort out a prize for the best letter or email, and would

ask you to submit your letters or emails as soon as possible.

We’ll publish a selection of your responses in future editions of

the Klarion.

Send your email to klarion@johnston.racing, or letters to

Kingsley Klarion, Johnston Racing, Kingsley Park, Park Lane,

Middleham, DL8 4QZ.
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